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As a simple theoretical model of a cell adhering to a biological interface, we consider a
rigid cylinder moving in a viscous shear ﬂow near a wall. Adhesion forces arise through
intermolecular bonds between receptors on the cell and their ligands on the wall, which
form ﬂexible tethers that can stretch and tilt as the base of the cell moves past the wall;
binding kinetics is assumed to follow a standard model for slip bonds. By introducing a
ﬁnite resistance to bond tilting, we use our model to explore the territory between
previous theoretical models that allow for either zero or inﬁnite resistance to bond
rotation. A microscale calculation (for two parallel sliding plates) reveals a nonlinear
force–speed relation arising from bond formation, tilting and breakage. Two distinct
types of macroscale cell motion are then predicted: either bonds adhere strongly and the
cell rolls (or tank treads) over the wall without slipping, or the cell moves near its free-
stream speed with bonds providing weak frictional resistance to sliding. The model
predicts bistability between these two states, implying that at critical shear rates the
system can switch abruptly between rolling and free sliding, and suggesting that sliding
friction arising through bond tilting may play a signiﬁcant dynamical role in some cell-
adhesion applications.
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Acc1. Introduction
The adhesion of cells in suspension to nearby surfaces is a widespread and
biologically signiﬁcant process. Blood-borne cells, for example, stick to the
endothelial lining of blood vessels during the immune response and cancer cell
metastasis (Zhu 2000; Liotta 2001). Bacteria can bind to medical implants or
host cells in the presence of an external ﬂow during the course of an infection
(Isberg & Barnes 2002) and functionalized particles or microbubbles are
candidates for targeted drug delivery (Moore & Kuhl 2006; Rychak et al.
2006). Cell adhesion is commonly mediated by speciﬁc receptor–ligand
interactions, which enable leucocytes, for example, to roll over the surface of
post-capillary venules prior to targeting sites of inﬂammation (Springer 1990;
Schmidtke & Diamond 2000; McEver 2001). The recent identiﬁcation of some of
the key adhesion molecules (e.g. E-, L- and P-selectins and their ligands), and theProc. R. Soc. A (2008) 464, 447–467
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et al. 1995; Tees et al. 2001), have stimulated the development of theoretical
models of leucocyte rolling which have now reached considerable levels of
sophistication (e.g. Krasik et al. 2006; Caputo et al. 2007). Multiscale models
provide a powerful route to explore possible connections between physiological
observations, such as the minimum shear threshold for rolling (Finger et al. 1996;
Alon et al. 1997), and mechanochemical effects operating within individual
intermolecular bonds (Hammer 2005). The adhesive properties of biological
interfaces connected by multiple independent tethers are also presently inspiring
the development of novel adhesives mimicking the remarkable properties of
beetle and gecko feet (Gravish et al. in press; Varenberg & Gorb 2007).
Adhesion of a cell to a biological surface necessarily involves numerous
competing physical processes, some of which are speciﬁc to the cell type involved.
These processes include cell and membrane deformation, ﬂow of the suspending
liquid and surrounding cells (Sun et al. 2003), receptor–ligand kinetics under
time-varying forcing (Bell 1978; Dembo et al. 1988; Evans & Ritchie 1997),
deformation of surface structures such as bacterial pili (Andersson et al. 2006)
and leucocyte microvilli (Shao et al. 1998; Ramachandran et al. 2004) and the
complications of physical barriers such as endothelial glycocalyx (Zhao et al.
2001). Different theoretical frameworks can be used to model these different
effects. The adhesive dynamics simulations of Hammer and co-workers, for
example, have successfully captured the stochastic motion of rigid cells tethered
by a small number of randomly distributed bonds that form and break under
probabilistic rules (Hammer & Apte 1992; Caputo et al. 2007). Intermolecular
bonds are normally treated as simple Hookean springs, which may exhibit catch
or slip behaviour (so that the dissociation rate, respectively, decreases or
increases with applied force (e.g. Marshall et al. 2003)). Cell deformability is
represented either within a largely computational framework (e.g. Dong & Lei
2000; N’dri et al. 2003; Jadhav et al. 2005; Khismatullin & Truskey 2005;
Jin et al. 2007) or through more analytical approaches (Hodges & Jensen 2002).
The aim of the present paper is to theoretically investigate the effects of
relaxing a set of assumptions that underlies two families of existing models. In
most theoretical models that represent bonds within a continuum framework, the
bonds are treated as vertical springs that resist sideways displacement,
preventing a cell membrane that is bound to a wall from sliding along it. This
ensures that an adherent cell in a shear ﬂow exhibits genuine tank-treading
motion, with a peeling process taking place at the trailing edge of the contact
region. This assumption underlies the models of Dembo et al. (1988), Dong & Lei
(2000), Hodges & Jensen (2002), N’dri et al. (2003) and others. In contrast,
theoretical models that treat bonds in a discrete framework (such as those based
on adhesive dynamics) generally consider bonds as springs that form between
individual contact points on the cell and substrate. The bonds are allowed to tilt
freely as the contact points move past one another, enabling, in principle, some
degree of sliding of the cell over the substrate.
In order to explore the territory between these two classes of models, we choose
here to remain within the continuum deterministic limit (assuming that binding is
mediated by a reasonably large number of bonds) but allow the bonds to tilt. To pass
smoothly from the vertical bond limit to the case in which bonds can tilt freely, we
assume that the bonds resist tilting via a biomechanical hinge of prescribed stiffness,Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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tilting has yet to be characterized experimentally in the context of cell adhesion,
although it is relevant in other biomimetic adhesives involving ﬁelds of oriented
deformable binders (Varenberg &Gorb 2007), and has motivated prior modelling of
the adhesive properties of rotatable elastic nanoﬁbres (Filippov & Popov 2007). To
isolate the effects of bond tilting from that of cell deformation, we represent the cell
in two dimensions as a rigid circular cylinder moving in a low-Reynolds-number
shear ﬂow over a wall. We characterize the dynamic friction created by receptor–
ligand bonds that continually form, stretch and break as the cylinder travels over
the substrate through a combination of sliding and rolling motion. Some important
features of sliding interactions between adhesive surfaces have already been
identiﬁed by Chang & Hammer (1999), who showed how sliding between a cell and
its substrate increases the encounter rate but decreases the collision duration of
receptor–ligand bonds forming between parallel interfaces, and by Yago et al.
(2007), who related sliding motion, rotational molecular diffusion and Brownian
motion of the cell to ﬂow-augmented tethering of microspheres and neutrophils via
L-selectin/PSGL-1 bonds. However, the sliding friction mediated by stretching and
tilting bonds in this context has yet to be fully characterized theoretically.
Urbakh et al. (2004) recently suggested that the irregularity of leucocyte
rolling over endothelium may be associated with the well-known stick–slip
instability of dynamic friction that arises when a block attached to a spring is
dragged over a rough surface. Models resolving individual intermolecular bonds
between the block and surface (Filippov et al. 2004), or describing the motion of
the block as a low-order dynamical system that incorporates a lumped
representation of the dynamic frictional force (Drummond et al. 2003), have
identiﬁed two necessary conditions for the stick–slip instability: a nonlinear
relationship between the frictional force and the sliding velocity, and the
dynamical degree of freedom (d.f.) associated with the block’s inertia and the
presence of the spring. While the latter is not an obvious feature of leucocyte
rolling (casting doubt on the importance of stick–slip instabilities in this
context), a nonlinear friction–velocity relation can certainly be anticipated in
many cell-adhesion applications and is demonstrated in sliding friction of ﬁbrillar
adhesives (Varenberg & Gorb 2007). We show here how bond tilting inﬂuences
the friction–velocity relation between sliding surfaces and how this in turn can
lead to novel threshold effects (i.e. hysteresis) in the relations between cell
kinematics and imposed shear rate; such effects do not appear to have been
described in previous cell-adhesion models that allow for bond tilting.
This paper is laid out as follows. We consider in detail the motion of a rigid
cylinder moving in a two-dimensional ﬂow above an adhesive wall. In §2 we
review the relevant hydrodynamics and present our model for reversible binding
kinetics between sliding surfaces, accounting for bond tilting. This d.f. is
described via a distribution function, while additional thermodynamic effects are
built into forward and reverse reaction rates using a modiﬁed version of Dembo
et al.’s (1988) popular model of binding kinetics under force. In §3a we derive a
canonical friction–velocity relation between planar sliding surfaces and then we
use a global force and torque balance in §3b to connect this to a macroscale model
of the cylinder, leading to bistability in the cylinder’s motion. In §4, we give
order-of-magnitude estimates of the relevant dimensionless parameters for
possible physiological applications and discuss the implications of our results.Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 1. Motion of a rigid cylinder above an adhesive wall in a viscous ﬂuid (as viewed in the
frame of the cylinder).
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We consider the motion of an inﬁnite rigid horizontal cylinder of radius R near a
ﬂat rigid horizontal wall. The cylinder moves over the wall in a shear ﬂow of
shear rate G (ﬁgure 1). The ﬂuid is assumed to be Newtonian with constant
dynamic viscosity m, and the motion is governed by the Stokes equations with
no-slip boundary conditions imposed on both the cylinder and the wall. The
effects of gravity and inertia are neglected.
The wall is uniformly and densely coated with adhesive molecules (ligands)
and the cylinder with receptors that are uniformly distributed with surface
density Atot. They interact via a reversible chemical process to form bound
complexes, each of which behaves like a Hookean spring of unstressed length l
and spring constant k. Additionally, a torsional spring constant kq is associated
with the resistance of a molecular bond to being tilted away from its vertical
equilibrium position.
As a result of the competition between the driving force of the shear ﬂow,
hydrodynamic drag and adhesion forces, the cylinder is assumed to move steadily
parallel to the wall at a vertical distance D from it with speed V  in the
x -direction and with anticlockwise angular speed U (see ﬁgure 1; note that we
expect U!0). We seek D, V  and U in terms of the remaining parameters.(a ) The macroscale problem: hydrodynamics
Jeffrey & Onishi (1981) derived the expression for the force and torque per
unit width, Fq and T q , respectively, exerted on a cylinder moving slowly near a
wall in a viscous quiescent ﬂuid. At leading order in D=R/1, using lubrication
theory, they obtained
FqZKpm
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ8R=Dp V ex and T q ZKpm ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ8R=Dp R2Uez ; ð2:1Þ
where ex and ey are the horizontal and vertical unit vectors, respectively, and
ezZex!ey (ﬁgure 1). For a cylinder, F

q is independent of U
 and T q is
independent of V  to leading order.
Schubert (1967) computed the hydrodynamic force and torque per unit width,
Fs and Ts , respectively, exerted on a stationary cylinder resting on a wall in aProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Fs Z 4pm
RGex and T

s ZK6pm
R2Gez : ð2:2Þ
At leadingorder asD=R/0, the sameexpressionapplies toa stationary cylinder at
a distanceD from a wall in a shear ﬂow. Brieﬂy, this result arises from the fact that,
with zero velocities at all the solid boundaries and zero pressure gradient at inﬁnity,
the ﬂow near the narrowest part of the gap is very weak and the leading-order
contribution to the force and torque comes only from the outer ﬂow.
In view of the linearity of the Stokes equations, the total leading-order
hydrodynamic force and torque per unit width exerted on a cylinder moving in a
shear ﬂow close to a wall can be expressed as the sum of (2.1) and (2.2), i.e. as
FZmp K
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8
R
D
s
V C4RG
0
@
1
Aex ;
TZKmR2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8
R
D
s
UC6G
0
@
1
Aez
9>>>=
>>>;
ð2:3Þ
(these are the two-dimensional analogues of the commonly used expressions derived
for a sphere near awall in a shear ﬂowbyGoldman et al. (1967a,b)). Inwhat follows,we
expect that the dominant forces on the cylinder will be hydrodynamic; consequently,
in (2.3), both terms in each bracket will be of the same order andV /R andU can be
expected to scale like G(D/R)1/2. In the absence of other forces and torques, the
cylinder will slide over the wall and the relative speed between the bottom of the
cylinder and the wall will beV CRUZKð1=2Þð2DRÞ1=2G (so that, in the frame
of the wall, the base of the cylinder moves in the opposite direction to its centre).
(b ) The microscale problem: bond mechanics
We now model the adhesive molecules and derive their contributions to the
total force and torque exerted on the cylinder. With (2.3), the overall balance of
forces and torques on the cylinder will be fully characterized in §2d below.
(i) Model of the bonds
For a given point x0 on the wall, let Atotg
 x0; x
; tð Þdx0dx be the number of
bonds, per unit length in the z -direction, that are attached between the segment
bounded by x0; 0ð Þ and x 0Cdx0; 0ð Þ on the wall and the segment bounded
by ðx; hðxÞÞ and ðxCdx; hðxCdxÞÞ on the cylinder at time t, where
hzDCð1=2Þx2=R (ﬁgure 2a). The total number of formed bonds per unit
length in the transverse direction is
Ð ÐN
KNAtotg
 x0 ; x
; tð Þdx dx0 .
Following Dembo et al. (1988), the forward and reverse reaction rates for
receptor–ligand binding are written as Boltzmann distributions, allowing highly
stretched ‘slip’ bonds, for example, to be readily broken by thermal energy
ﬂuctuations. However, unlike Dembo et al., we assume that the bonds are
allowed to subtend an angle a with the vertical direction (ﬁgure 2a). To account
for this extra d.f., the forward rate is expressed as the probability density that a
bond may form for a given value of a times the probability density that this
geometrical conﬁguration is realized in the unbound state. The probability
densities of forming or breaking bonds between the wall at x0; 0ð Þ and theProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 2. Model of the bonds between the wall and the cylinder. (a) Dimensional variables and
(b) dimensionless quantities in the approximation where, at the scale of the bonds, the surface of
the cylinder can be considered as ﬂat.
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Koff x

0; x
ð ÞZKoff;eq exp ðkK ktsÞ L x 0; xð ÞKlð Þ2=2kBT
 
; ð2:4aÞ
Kon x

0; x
ð ÞZKon;eq expKktsðLðx0; xÞKlÞ2=2kBT
 P x; x 0ð Þ; ð2:4bÞ
where Kon,eq and Koff,eq are the forward and reverse reaction rates for an
undisturbed bond; L x0; x
ð ÞZðhðxÞ2CðxKx0Þ2Þ1=2 is the dimensional length
of the bond; P x0; xð Þ is the probability density that a free bond lies along the
line between x0 (on the wall) and x
 (on the cylinder); kB is Boltzmann’s
constant; T is the absolute temperature; k is the spring constant of one molecular
bond; and kts is the spring constant of the transition state (see Dembo et al.
(1988)) used to distinguish catch (k!kts) from slip (kOkts) bonds.
We assume that the energy associated with tilting a bond from its vertical
position is of the form (1/2)kqa
2. Hence, in the spirit of Dembo et al.’s model, we
assume a Boltzmann distribution for P of the form
Pðx; x 0ÞdxZ exp½Kkqa2
da
N ; aZ arctan
xKx0
hðxÞ
 
; kqZ
kq
2kBT
: ð2:5Þ
Here NZÐ p=2Kp=2 expKkqx2 dxZðp=kqÞ1=2 erf pk1=2q =2  is a normalization factor.
The limit kq/0 represents the limit in which the bonds are allowed to explore
freely all possible angles under thermal ﬂuctuations. For kq/N, all the bonds
are restricted to the vertical, P x; x0ð Þ/d xKx0ð Þ, and no sliding can occur
between the bound cylinder and the wall, as was assumed in the models of
Dembo et al. (1988) and others.(ii) Evolution equation for bond density
In the reference frame of the wall, the bottom of the cylinder moves at velocity
V bðxÞZ ðV CURÞexCO
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D=R
p 
; ð2:6Þ
which leads to tilting of consummated bonds from the vertical. In the limit of
small binding afﬁnity ðKeqZAtotKon;eq=Koff;eq/1Þ and assuming that receptorsProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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; tð Þ is therefore
vg
vt
C
v
vx
gV b$ex½ ZAtotKonKKoffg: ð2:7Þ
Equation (2.7) captures spontaneous bond formation (under thermal ﬂuctuations
that drive changes in the length and orientation of receptors) throughAtotKon, bond
breakage (mediated by force, for either catch or slip bonds) throughKoffg
 and bond
tilting (through sliding of adjacent surfaces) through the advective term. As an
upstream boundary condition on (2.7), we impose that the density of consummated
bonds formed as x/N is zero (note that we expect V b$ex!0). In other words,
there is no advection of bonds from far upstream. Neglecting competition for binding
sites (Keq/1) leaves (2.7) linear in g
, which simpliﬁes the following analysis.(iii) Adhesive forces
Let us consider one individual bond formed between location x0; 0ð Þ on the
substrate and (x, h) on the cylinder. The instantaneous force it exerts on the
cylinder has two components: an extensional force, which is related to bond
stretching by Hooke’s law f EZk L
 x0; x
ð ÞKlð Þer , and a torsional force,
which is proportional to the angle formed by the bond with the vertical
f TZkq ð1=LÞarctan xKx0ð Þ=hð Þð Þeq. Here, er and eq are the radial and
orthogonal unit vectors as shown in ﬁgure 2b. We deﬁne FE and F

T to be the
extensional and torsional forces (per unit length in the transverse direction)
arising from all bonds, so that
Fi ZAtot
ð ðN
KN
g x 0; x
ð Þf i x0; xð Þdx dx0; iZ fE;Tg: ð2:8Þ
Since the slope of the membrane in the contact region is of order Oðx=RÞ and
the bonds formed at a given location on the substrate interact with the
membrane over a horizontal distance of OðlÞ, any variations in height that a
single bond may experience scale like el, where eZl=R/1 (we do not
consider highly elongated tethers). Thus, the surface of the cylinder can be
considered to be locally ﬂat. At each location on the substrate we therefore
approximate h and L in (2.4a) and (2.4b) (ﬁgure 2b) as
hðxÞzh x0ð Þ and L x 0; xð Þz h x0ð Þ2C xKx0ð Þ2
 	1=2
: ð2:9Þ(c ) Non-dimensionalization
Before assembling our expression for the total force on the cylinder, it is
convenient to non-dimensionalize the problem.
We anticipate that, in general, dhD=lZOð1Þ: We therefore introduce the
dimensionless variables
xKx 0ð ÞZ lX ; x 0Z ðlRÞ1=2x 0;
hZ lH ; LZ lL; tZ t=G;
)
ð2:10aÞ
Koff Z eoffKoff;eq; KonZ eonKon;eq=l
; V ZVlKoff;eq; ð2:10bÞ
gZ gKeq=l
; UZUlKoff;eq=R
 and U ZV CU: ð2:10cÞProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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a second velocity scale (balancing bond tilting with bond breakage) lKoff;eq,
which we use as our reference scale in (2.10a)–(2.10c). U is then the
dimensionless relative velocity between the wall and the base of the cylinder;
in line with the argument presented in §2a, we expect U%0.
The shear rate and the physical properties of the bonds are conveniently
described by the dimensionless parameters
GZ
G
e1=2Koff;eq
; CZAtotKeqkl

Koff;eqm
 ; gZ
kl2
kBT
and bZ
kts
k
; ð2:11Þ
where G is the dimensionless shear rate (the ratio of the two velocity scales); C is
a visco-adhesive parameter (relating extensional bond forces (see (2.17) below) to
hydrodynamic forces); g and kq (see (2.5)) compare bond stretching and torsion
energy to thermal ﬂuctuations, respectively; and b is used to model the response
of the bonds to extensional strain (following Dembo et al. 1988).
Non-dimensionalizing, the reaction rates (2.4a) and (2.4b), bond density
evolution equation (2.7) and its boundary condition become
eoff Z exp ð1KbÞ
g
2
ðLðx0;XÞK1Þ2
h i
; ð2:12aÞ
eonZ exp Kb
g
2
ðLðx0;XÞK1Þ2K kq arctan2
X
H
 
 
H=NL2; ð2:12bÞ
e1=2G
vg
vt
ZKU
vg
vX
Ceonðx0;XÞK eoffðx0;XÞg; ð2:12cÞ
g/0 as X/N ðfor U!0Þ: ð2:12dÞ
In the limit e1=2G/1, we can neglect the ﬁrst term in (2.12c) that accounts
for non-equilibrium binding effects. The bonds are then assumed to form and
break at a rate that is sufﬁciently rapid for them to remain in equilibrium, and we
need only solve for gðX ; x0Þ satisfying
U
vg
vX
Z eonðx0;XÞK eoffðx 0;XÞg; ð2:13Þ
subject to (2.12d ). Note that x0 appears only parametrically in g through
Lðx0;XÞZ ½H 2CX21=2 and H Z dC
1
2
x 20: ð2:14Þ
Solutions of (2.13) are presented in §3a below (ﬁgure 3), from which extensional
and torsional force densities per unit length (scaled on AtotKeqkl
)
FEðx 0;U ; dÞZ
ðN
KN
Kgðx 0;XÞð1K1=LÞ XexCHey
 
dX ; ð2:15aÞ
FTðx0;U ; dÞZ kq=g
ðN
KN
gðx 0;XÞH=L2 arctanðX=HÞ KexCX=Hey
 
dX ;
ð2:15bÞ
are computed (ﬁgure 4).Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 3. (a) and (b) show the effect of varying the spring constant k q (see labels in ﬁgures) on the
bond density g(X ) for two sliding plates in the cases UZ0 andK10, respectively. (c) The effect of
varying the sliding velocity U (see labels in ﬁgure); here the rescaled bond density jU jg(X ) is
plotted against X/jXC j for k qZ10, where XCZK
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 logjU j=ðgð1KbÞÞp . Other parameters are ﬁxed
(HZ1, bZ0.98 and gZ1).
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Figure 4. (a) Extensional force density FEx and (b) torsional force density FTxg=kq between two
sliding plates, as functions of the upper plate velocity U (with U!0). Labels denote the spring
constant k q; HZ1, bZ0.9 and gZ1.
455Bond tilting and sliding friction(d ) Global force and torque balance
The coupling between the macroscale and the microscale is obtained via the
global force balance on the cylinder in the vertical and horizontal directions and
the torque balance about the centre of mass of the cylinder. Assembling the
contribution of adhesive forces from (2.8) and that of the ﬂuid from (2.3),
we obtain
0Z FECF

Tð Þ$ey; ð2:16aÞ
0Z FECF

Tð Þ$exKm 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
pV ðR=DÞ1=2K4pRG
 
; ð2:16bÞ
0ZR FECF

Tð Þ$exKmR2 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
pUðR=DÞ1=2C6pG
 
: ð2:16cÞ
From (2.10a)–(2.10c), the dimensionless forms of the net extensional and
torsional forces are
Fi ZAtotKeqkl
ðlRÞ1=2Fi; iZ fE;Tg; ð2:17ÞProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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FEðU ; dÞZ
ðN
KN
FEðx0;U ; dÞdx0; FTðU ; dÞZ
ðN
KN
FTðx0;U ; dÞdx 0: ð2:18Þ
Rearranging (2.16a)–(2.16c), non-dimensionalizing using (2.10a)–(2.10c) and
(2.11) and applying (2.17) yields
ðFEðU ; dÞCFTðU ; dÞÞ$eyZ 0; ð2:19aÞ
CðFEðU ; dÞCFTðU ; dÞÞ$ex ZpGC
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
pdK1=2U ; ð2:19bÞ
V Z
5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2d
p
4
GC
U
2
: ð2:19cÞ
We treat the control parameters of the system that comprises (2.13), (2.18)
and (2.19a)–(2.19c) as G (dimensionless shear rate, see (2.11)), kq (resistance to
tilting) and C (dimensionless adhesive force); and V, U and d (translation and
sliding speeds and distance from wall) will be considered as output parameters.
The dimensionless unstressed bond length e/1 is ﬁxed. To keep the analysis
simple, we choose to keep the remaining intrinsic bond properties g and b in
(2.12a) and (2.12b) ﬁxed and O(1).
We ﬁrst solve for gðX ; x 0Þ from (2.13) as an integral involving U, V and d and
then use (2.18) to determine U, V and d from (2.19a) and (2.19b). For given kq,
(2.19a) determines a relationship between d and U, which can be written in the
form dZd(U), so that (2.19b) can be written
GZ ðC=pÞFðUÞK
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
U ½dðUÞK1=2; ð2:20Þ
where FðUÞZFExðU ; dðUÞÞCFTxðU ; dðUÞÞ is determined by solving (2.13) for g
and substituting in (2.18). By solving (2.20) numerically, we obtain a
relationship between the shear rate G and the equilibrium sliding velocity U
for given kq and C.3. Results
(a ) Adhesion between two sliding parallel plates
We start by considering the canonical microscale problem illustrated in ﬁgure 2b
in order to illustrate how the bond distribution and adhesion force densities
depend on kq and U, considering only slip bonds, with b!1. Then we present
numerical results for the full problem (ﬁgure 1).
(i) Effects of U and kq on bond distributions
We ﬁrst consider the formation of bonds between two inﬁnite ﬂat parallel
plates, separated by a constant distance H, as the upper plate moves horizontally
at speed U%0. Here LZL(X ), eonZeon(X ) and eoffZeoff(X ), so the solution to
(2.13), under the rapid kinetics assumption, has the form gZg(X ).
For UZ0, gðXÞZeonðXÞ=eoffðXÞ. The proﬁle is symmetric and is proportional
to a Dirac delta function as kq/N (ﬁgure 3a). For non-zero sliding velocities
(U!0, say), the reﬂection symmetry in g is broken by advection (ﬁgure 3b).Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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gðXÞZ 1jU j
ðN
X
eonðtÞexp K
1
jU j
ðt
X
eoffðsÞds
 
dt; ð3:1Þ
which has the limit (for k
K1=2
q / jU j)
gðXÞZ
0 if XR0;
1
jU j eonð0Þexp K
1
jU j
ð0
X
eoffðsÞds
 !
if X!0:
8><
>: ð3:2Þ
This is graphically indistinguishable from the case kqZ100 in ﬁgure 3b. For jU j
large enough (typically jU jO1), the convergence to (3.2) is very fast, outside of a
boundary layer of thickness k
K1=2
q around XZ0, within which (2.13) reduces at
leading order to
UgX Z eonð0Þðkq=pÞ1=2 expKkqX2
 
;
representing a balance between bond tilting and formation, with local solution
gZðeonð0Þ=2jU jÞerfc k1=2q X
 
. For large kq, the bond density therefore has a
maximum of jeon(0)/U j near Xz0 (ﬁgure 3c) and decays with a slope eonð0Þ=jU j2
for X/0K (see (3.2)). For sufﬁciently large jU j, this decay is small: bonds are
swiftly advected downstream and have little time to be broken. However, their
lifetime decreases exponentially with the square of their length (see (2.12a)) so
that the bond density decays super-exponentially fast to zero near
XCZK
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 logjU j=ðgð1KbÞÞp , where the dominant balance in (2.13) becomes
UgXZKexp½ð1KbÞðg=2ÞX2g, with local solution
gZ
1
jU j exp K
1
ð1KbÞgjXC j
exp½Kð1KbÞgjXC jðXKXC Þ
 
; ð3:3Þ
as jU j/N. This behaviour is illustrated in ﬁgure 3c.
(ii) Sliding friction
In the same context, we now evaluate numerically the local force density (per
unit area on the lower plate) exerted by the bonds formed between the two plates
using (2.15a) and (2.15b).
The horizontal components FExhFE$ex and FTxhFT$ex of the extensional
and torsional force densities are given in ﬁgure 4 as functions of the relative
velocity U. They vanish for UZ0, by symmetry in the bonds’ distribution
(ﬁgure 3a), and initially increase with U as advection stretches the bonds. As
jU j/N, however, bonds get stretched up to a length of order XCf
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
logjU jp , but
the maximum bond density decays like j1/U j (ﬁgure 3c) so that the resulting
force density scales like log jU j/jU j. Thus, the adhesive force reaches a
maximum for jU jZO(1) and then decays to zero.
(b ) Cylinder in a shear ﬂow
We now consider the geometry speciﬁc to a cylinder (ﬁgure 1). Results are
presented for kq[g, when the resistance of the bonds to tilting is large
compared with that to stretching (i.e. near-vertical bonds). Figure 5 shows theProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 5. (a) Horizontal component of adhesive forces exerted on the cylinder FExCFTx . (b) Effect
of the sliding velocity U on the vertical distance d between the cylinder and the wall at equilibrium.
Labels indicate different values of k q; bZ0.9 and gZ1.
S. Reboux et al.458horizontal component of the adhesive force FExCFTx as a function of the sliding
velocity U, as well as the height of the cylinder d(U ), for different values of kq.
Again, this force increases with jU j for small jU j, as bonds are stretched, but
decreases as jU j increases further, due to bond breakage. Although this is a direct
analogue of ﬁgure 4, the force–velocity curve for the cylinder (ﬁgure 5a) exhibits
a stronger nonlinear dependence on kq than for the plate, because d varies as jU j
increases (ﬁgure 5b). Each bond that is advected away from its vertical position
exerts a torsional force proportional to kq whose vertical component tends to
push the cylinder away from the wall. For large kq, this effect dominates the
extensional forces in the stretched bonds (proportional to g) that pull the
cylinder closer to the wall.
Having determined the force on the cylinder, we now consider its kinematics.
Figure 6a shows the solution (G, U ) of (2.20) for constant kq and C, which shows
the steady state of the system for any imposed shear rate G. As G is increased
from 0 to a critical value GC;1 (z115 in this case), the absolute value of the
sliding velocity U remains very small but increases monotonically. In other
words, the adhesive effects are strong and the cylinder rolls on the wall. However,
when GOGC;1 the system must jump to an equilibrium with a much larger value
of U, comparable in magnitude with the sliding velocity reached in the absence of
adhesive forces (a state we denote in ﬁgure 6a as free sliding). If the shear rate is
subsequently decreased, the cylinder resumes rolling as G decreases through a
lower critical value GC;2 (z78 in this case).
Figure 6b represents the height of the cylinder as G varies. The cylinder is
gradually pushed away from the wall as G increases, with a discontinuous jump
from dz1.5 to 1.9 at the critical shear rate GC;1. This jump is more pronounced
when kq is large (from dz1.4 to 5.5 for kqZ100 as shown in ﬁgure 7b). Increasing
the bonds’ resistance to tilting also increases the range of bistability between
rolling and free sliding (ﬁgure 7a). The behaviour of the system depends crucially
on the visco-adhesive parameter C, deﬁned in (2.11). Figure 8a shows that
hysteresis exists only for CT16 when kqZ10. As C gets larger, the values of the
critical shear rates GC;i increase (quasi-linearly) as do the amplitudes of the
jumps in velocity and height when G crosses this threshold.Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 6. (a) Sliding velocity jU j between the base of the cylinder and the wall as a function of
the shear rate G for a cylinder with k qZ10 and CZ100. The dot-dashed and dotted lines
represent the contributions of the adhesive forces and hydrodynamic drag, respectively (ﬁrst and
second term of the r.h.s. of (2.20)). (b) Height d of the cylinder as a function of the shear rate for
the same value of k q and C. The dashed line is the unstable branch. Other parameters are ﬁxed:
bZ0.9 and gZ1.
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Figure 7. The descriptions are the same as given in ﬁgure legend 6, except for kqZ100 and CZ50.
459Bond tilting and sliding frictionIn summary, two different regimes can be identiﬁed: either the cylinder rolls
on the wall (the bonds preventing sliding motion) or the cylinder is pushed away
from the wall and is free from adhesive forces (with most of the bonds broken,
yielding predominantly sliding motion). In (G, C)-parameter space, a hysteresis
region exists where both regimes coexist and are (presumably) stable (ﬁgure 8b).
The size of this bistability region increases with the bonds’ resistance to tilting:
as kq/N, for any given C, GC;1/N since the friction force that prevents a
rolling cylinder from sliding tends to inﬁnity, and GC;2/0 since the sliding
friction exerted on a free rolling cylinder tends to zero, so that it can only
reattach if the shear rate vanishes. In contrast, the bistable region shrinks to a
thin wedge in the region of large C and large G as kq/0 (the adhesion forces are
then dominated by the extensional force FE, which provides a sliding friction
force independent of kq).
The bistable region, when it exists, is bounded by two shear thresholds
featuring abrupt transitions whereby the translation velocity of the centre of theProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 8. (a) Effects of the visco-adhesive parameter C (see labels on graph) on the
relationship between sliding velocity and shear rate for k qZ10. (b) Behaviour of the cylinder in
the (G, C)-plane. The lines separate two types of behaviours, with bistability in the wedged region.
Solid, k qZ100; dashed, k qZ10. Ellipses illustrate the biological examples described in the
discussion. Parameters used: bZ0.9 and gZ1.
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Figure 9. Translation velocity V of the cylinder as a function of the dimensionless shear rate.
(a) k qZ10 and CZ100 and (b) k qZ100 and CZ50. The dashed line is the unstable branch. The
dotted line represents the case k q/N with dZ0.88. Other parameters are ﬁxed: bZ0.9 and gZ1.
S. Reboux et al.460cylinder V undergoes a negative, or a positive, jump (ﬁgure 9) depending on
parameters. Whether V jumps up or down at GC;1 depends on the competi-
tion in (2.19c) between d, which increases with jU j and thus G (ﬁgure 5b), and
UZKjU j, which decreases.
Finally, it is worthwhile comparing these results to that from Dembo et al.’s
(1988) model, in which bonds are assumed to be strictly vertical. As shown in
appendix A, for large but ﬁnite kq all the bonds form and break while almost
vertical and the sliding speed U/0: the cylinder rolls without sliding and its
velocity depends (via (2.19c)) on the equilibrium distance d between the cylinder
and the wall that arises in the absence of imposed shear. We ﬁnd that d is
determined by both bond extension and (surprisingly) bond tilting (stiff bonds
tilted through a small angle can generate a vertical force that balances that dueProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
461Bond tilting and sliding frictionto bond extension). The rolling speed with dz0.88 (see ﬁgure 5b with U/0)
captures correctly the lower rolling solution branch for large ﬁnite kq (ﬁgure 9b).
It is signiﬁcant that weak bond tilting contributes at leading order to this
limiting behaviour, implying that the limit kq/N considered by Dembo et al.
(1988) is singular.4. Discussion
Continuum models for cell rolling along a wall in a shear ﬂow often assume that
the bonds between the cell and the wall remain vertical (e.g. Dembo et al. 1988).
This delicate assumption (see appendix A) leads to the cell exhibiting a rolling
motion in which there is no relative motion between the bound portion of the cell
and the wall. In contrast, a rigid unbound cylinder (or a sphere), advected by a
shear ﬂow in proximity to a wall, exhibits signiﬁcant sliding relative to the wall.
To understand the role of sliding friction in cell adhesion, we have investigated a
model in which we assumed that adhesive bonds exhibit a ﬁnite resistance to
rotation. The hydrodynamic drag on the cell consequently results in bond tilting,
allowing sliding of the cell over the wall. In order to avoid unnecessary
complications, we conducted our study in two dimensions by investigating the
motion of a rigid cylinder moving above a wall in a shear ﬂow. In three
dimensions (i.e. for a rigid sphere moving in a shear ﬂow alongside a wall),
we have found that the qualitative features of the dynamics are broadly similar
(S. Reboux, G. Richardson & O. E. Jensen 2007, unpublished results). The most
notable difference comes from the scalings of the horizontal velocity arising from
the hydrodynamic forcing (e1=2GR and GR=jlog ej, respectively, for a cylinder
and a sphere), leading to different time scales for bond advection from the leading
edge to the trailing edge of the rolling cell. To assume equilibrium in binding
kinetics, as we did for (2.7), this time scale has to be much larger than the time
scale for bond breakage. In two dimensions, this occurs for G/Koff;eq, so that
there is a well-deﬁned range of shear rates for which the rapid kinetics
assumption is valid. In three dimensions, the condition becomes
G/e1=2jlog ejKoff;eq,which is more restrictive as e/1. Even so, we have
found that accounting for non-equilibrium binding kinetics in three dimensions
preserves, at least qualitatively, the results shown in the present study.
Despite its relative simplicity, our model is capable of describing a number
of different behaviours which have not been captured previously (even in
models that accommodate bond tilting) and which arise as a result of the
coupling between viscous forces at the macroscale level and friction at
molecular scales. We started by exploring the effects of the frictional forces
arising from the molecular binding between two parallel sliding surfaces (§3a).
We found that at low sliding velocities, the bonds are arranged almost
symmetrically (ﬁgure 3a) so that the average horizontal frictional force is
almost zero. As the sliding velocity increases the bonds tilt in the direction of
the motion, giving rise to a much increased resistance to sideways motion
(ﬁgures 3b and 4) that initially increases linearly with jU j. However, further
increases in the sliding velocity lead to signiﬁcant bond extension and
breakage and a corresponding decrease in the (frictional) resistance to motion
(ﬁgure 4), with the frictional force falling like logjU j/jU j. Such behaviour mayProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
S. Reboux et al.462be relevant to biomimetic adhesives involving independent ﬂexible pillars that
randomly bind to and break from a nearby moving surface (Varenberg &
Gorb 2007).
When such behaviour is included in our model for the motion of a cylinder
(§3b), one of the most interesting features is the nonlinear relation between
the (dimensionless) sliding velocity jU j and the (dimensionless) shear rate G
which can give rise to hysteresis (depending on the bonds’ resistance to tilting
kq and the visco-adhesive parameter C). This is characterized by a rolling
solution branch (with jU j/1) at small shear rate and a sliding solution
branch (where the motion is largely unaffected by the bonds between cell and
wall) at large shear rate (ﬁgure 6). These two branches are joined by a third
solution branch via two folds, so that, as the shear is increased from a low
value through a critical value Gc;1, an abrupt transition occurs between the
rolling solution and the free sliding solution. Likewise, as the shear is
decreased from a high value of G through a second critical value Gc;2 (where
Gc;2!Gc;1), an abrupt transition occurs between sliding and rolling. This
hysteresis occurs as a result of two competing effects, namely the
hydrodynamic drag experienced by the cell in shear ﬂow (which dominates
at high shear rates) and the sliding friction due to intermolecular bonds, which
dominates at low shear rates, resulting in a characteristic ‘S’-shaped curve
(see ﬁgure 8a for CO16). For relatively weak bonds (i.e. a low visco-adhesive
parameter C ), the viscous drag always dominates and non-hysteretic
behaviour results (see ﬁgure 8a for C!16). Physically, we can explain the
abrupt hysteretic transition (where it occurs) between rolling and sliding
solutions by noting that, as the shear is increased, the bonds become unable to
prevent some degree of sliding between the base of the cylinder and the wall
and start to yield. In turn this decreases the total adhesive force, further
increasing the sliding velocity and eventually leading to a state where the
cylinder is free from nearly all adhesive bonds.
The domain of bistability that we have characterized lies within the range of
physiological parameters for several biological systems involving cell-wall
adhesion. Owing to both the variety of such systems and the difﬁculty of
measuring some of the parameters experimentally, the dimensionless quantities
introduced in our model are likely to cover several orders of magnitude in
different physiological conditions. Broadly, we estimate that both the
dimensionless shear rate G and the visco-adhesive parameter C vary between
101 and 104 (table 1). These ranges are obtained by considering a cell of radius
RZ4 mm (e.g. a white blood cell) interacting with a ﬂat surface via P-selectin/
PSGL-1 bonds. We also account for the fact that the mechanical properties of
the bonds can be modiﬁed by the presence of extensible microvilli between the
PSGL-1 receptors and the cell (Shao et al. 1998). Let us consider two examples
for wall shear stresses ranging from 0.1 to 10 dyn cmK2. For neutrophils with
microvilli rolling over a surface coated with P-selectin at 102 sites mmK2, we have
Cz350 and G within 101K103. For rigid microspheres rolling over P-selectin at
10 sites mmK2, the spring constant k is much higher and the bonds are much
shorter (no microvilli). We then have Cz80 and G within 7!101K7!103. Note
that C is proportional to P-selectin density and binding afﬁnity. In ﬁgure 8 we
report these values on the (G, C)-diagram for our model of a cylinder in a shearProc. R. Soc. A (2008)
Table 1. Ranges of physiological parameters.
symbol deﬁnition range references
R cell radius 4.0 mm Schmidt-Sho¨nbein et al. (1975)
l bond length 10–300 nm Springer (1990) and Shao et al. (1998)
G shear rate 40–2000 sK1
Atot receptor density 10–10
2 mmK2 Lawrence & Springer (1991)
Koff;eq reverse rate 1–10 s
K1 Bell (1978) and Rinko et al. (2004)
Kon;eq forward rate 1–100 s
K1 Lawrence & Springer (1991) and Rinko
et al. (2004)
k spring constant 0.01–5 dyn cmK1 Fritz et al. (1998) and Shao et al. (1998)
k q resistance to bending 0K10
3
G shear rate 1K104
C visco-adhesive parameter 1K104
463Bond tilting and sliding frictionﬂow. We have conducted a detailed analysis for the three-dimensional case of a
sphere in a shear ﬂow and, in physiological parameter regimes, obtained the
same qualitative features as in the two-dimensional case (results will be
presented elsewhere).
There are obviously a number of limitations to the approach we have adopted.
These include the effects of cell deformability (signiﬁcant in many cell-adhesion
applications (Jadhav et al. 2005; Khismatullin & Truskey 2005; Jin et al. 2007)),
which introduces a lift term in the force balance and thereby modiﬁes the extent
of the adhesion region. In addition our approach excludes spatial inhomogene-
ities, either of material properties or arising spontaneously (Brener et al. 2005).
We have considered one particular class of model for intermolecular bonds; the
effects of catch behaviour (b>1), non-equilibrium effects, stochasticity and
discrete bond numbers certainly deserve further attention, and in some
applications such effects may mask the bistable behaviour considered here. In
particular, our steady-state analysis (along with the notion of bistability itself )
becomes irrelevant when considering systems with a relatively small number of
bonds where high levels of stochasticity induce ﬂuctuations between different
macrostates and no steady state is ever observed (Hammer & Apte 1992), and so
experiments are most likely to exhibit the predicted bistability when multiple
bonds simultaneously mediate adhesion. Finally, our model accounts neither for
receptor and ligand migration on the wall and cell surfaces (Lawrence & Springer
1991) nor for forces large enough to tear ligands or receptors from their anchoring
(Shao & Hochmuth 1999).
In conclusion, for a rigid cylinder in a shear ﬂow adhering to the wall via
tiltable tethers that permit sliding friction, we have demonstrated the existence,
under certain conditions, of two critical shear rates, GC;1OGC;2, between which
the system has two equilibrium states: the cell either rolls on the surface or moves
freely at its hydrodynamic speed. If the dimensionless shear rate G is increased
above GC;1, most of the bonds break. If G is decreased below GC;2, they reform and
the cell rolls. These results are likely to be generic and the bistable region falls in
the range of several biological applications. Nonlinearity in sliding friction can
lead to non-trivial and non-intuitive effects which deserve deeper investigation.Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
S. Reboux et al.464Appendix A. Comparison with Dembo’s et al.’s model
Here we investigate the limit U/k
K1=2
q /1, which models bonds that form and
break while almost vertical, but when the high resistance of bonds to tilting
provides a sideways force sufﬁcient to restrict sliding signiﬁcantly. We pose an
expansion gzg0CUg1 and substitute in (2.13) to obtain g0ZeonðXÞ=eoffðXÞ,
g1Zg0X=eoffðXÞ, which in turn can be substituted in the expressions for the adhe-
sive force densities (2.15a) and (2.15b). These can likewise be written in the form.
FEðkqÞzFE0ðkqÞCUFE1ðkqÞ and FTðkqÞzFT0ðkqÞCUFT1ðkqÞ: ðA 1Þ
For kq[1, writing uZk
1=2
q arctanðX=HÞ, we can express g0(X ) as proportional to a
Gaussian eKu
2
, which in the limit kq/N behaves like a d-function, so that FE0
converges to the value of the integrand in (2.15a) for XZ0.
FE0Z ð1KHðx0ÞÞexpðKðg=2ÞðHðx0ÞK1Þ2Þey: ðA 2Þ
The integral forFT0 from (2.15b) reduces in the limit to the form
Ð
u2eKu
2
du, yielding
FT0Z
expðKðg=2ÞðHðx0ÞK1Þ2Þ
2gHðx0Þ
ey: ðA 3Þ
From symmetry, FE0$exZFT0$exZ0. Physically, bonds form with a density
gðXÞZOðk1=2q Þ over a length scale XZOðkK1=2q Þ. An O(1) number of bonds are
tilted byanangleOðkK1=2q Þ, exerting a (mostly horizontal) force of order k1=2q that has
an O(1) vertical contribution.
Since the value of U is determined by the horizontal force balance (2.19b), it
depends on FE1 and FT1. An analysis similar to that conducted above (noting
that g1ZOðk1=2q g0Þ) leads to.
FE1wOð1ÞexCOðk 1=2q Þey and FT1wOðkqÞexCOðk1=2q Þey: ðA 4Þ
The horizontal force balance on the cylinder is dominated by shear pG and bonds
resisting tilting FT1, implying that UwOðG=kqÞ (which, for GZO(1), is consistent
with the initial assumption U/k
K1=2
q ). Substituting (A 4) into (A 1) and (2.19b)
conﬁrms that FE$eywFE0$eyCOðkK1=2q Þ and FT$eywFT0$eyCOðkK1=2q Þ.
Thus for kq/N, in the presence of O(1) shear, the cylinder rolls without sliding
with U/0. Its velocity depends on the distance d between the cylinder and the
wall (2.19c). This is determined by the vertical force balance (2.19a), involving
contributions from both bond compression and tilting, which are, respectively,
FE$eyZ
ðN
KN
ð1KHðx0ÞÞexpðKðg=2ÞðHðx0ÞK1Þ2Þ dx0;
FT$eyZ
ðN
KN
expðKðg=2ÞðHðx0ÞK1Þ2Þ
2Hðx 0Þ
dx0:
9>>=
>>;
ðA 5Þ
In a naive implementation of Dembo et al.’s model, it would be natural to consider
only the contribution from FE$ey above, yielding the equilibrium value dz0.24.
However, the contribution from bond tilting FT$ey repels the cylinder further
from the wall at equilibrium, giving dz0.88, consistent with ﬁgure 5b.Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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